Introduction
In this paper, we study the existence and the regularity for the minimum points of the following variational problem :
(1.1)
I(p.)= { F{x,u,Xu)dx, Jfl
where Q is an open set in R 71 , n > 2, and X = (Xi,..., Xm) is a system of real smooth vector fiels in M, which is a bounded domain of IR 71 such that 0 CC M. We assume that F(x^ u^ ^) is convex in ^ and that X satisfy the Hormander's condition in M, i.e. (x,u,Xu) +Fn (x,u,Xu) =Q j=i is degenerately elliptic. We assume also, for j = 1,..., m,
Mes^en \Xj(x) =0} =0.
For linear problems of this kind, there is a lot of work after the first appearing of L. HORMANDER'S (see [1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9] ). In particular, we note that the Hormander's condition permit us to define a metric p(x, y) associated with X in M. Using the geometry of this metric, we can think the Hormander operator m E.
7=1

H=^X^c(x)
as the Laplace operators. Then we can study the existence of weak stationary points of (1.1) by the direct method just as we do for the elliptic problem, and discuss the C^ regularity of weak solution of (1.2) by Moser's process just as we do for the linear degenerate elliptic problems.
Our result is an extention of those for the elliptic variationnal problem to a certain class of highly degenerate problems. We will consider the C°°r egularity problems in another paper.
Function space M^P^)
In order to study the weak solution, we introduce a function space M^(n) associated with X, which is analogue to Sobolev's space. For any integer k > 1, p > 1 and f^ CC M, we define 
I/P
We also denote by M^H) = M^2^). Then we have : 
tnen ^ is a reflexive Banach space for 1 < p < +00. Define T : M^O) -^ E by Tn = (X 17^) , then T is an isometry from M^(n) to E. Since T(M k^( n)) is a closed subspace of E and T^M^^)) is reflexive, then M^H) is also reflexive. The proof for separability is similar.
We denote by MQ^(^) the closure of C §°W in M^(^). From the subellipticity of Hormander's operator H, we have the following lemma : For the proof of this LEMMA, see [2, 9] . Using the classical Sobolev inequality in TV 5 '^^) and imbedding LEMMA above, we obtain the following Sobolev inequality for the function space M^'^Q). By a contradiction argument based on the compactness result of the usual Sobolev's space, we obtain an interpolation inequality for the space M^W. We define now a metric p(x,y) associated with X in M as in [7, 9] , and take
Bp(x) = {y G ^ | p(x,y) < R} for R > 0 small enough. Then, in the function space M^n), we have also the following Poincare inequality. The proof of (1) is classical and we can find the proof of (3) in [8] . It is readily seen that these sets are mesurable, and
Mes ( Afc n (A^+, n (^ \ ^£)) = A^e n (^ \ n^) c Aj^ n A^,
c.-j. xu Now, for 6 > 0, take £ = e(6) such that
Mes(Ak\Ak+,)^^6
and p (6) such that for p > p (6) , Mesf^' 6^ <: ^6, implying that Mes(Afc\(A^nAfc))^.
On the other hand, A^ D (0 \ f^) C Afc_e, hence is also contained in
For S > 0, take e = e(6) > 0 such that
A^ is an open subset of 0 and, for j = 1,..., m
In fact, denote by Ej == {x e ^l \ Xj(x) = 0}. Then MesEj = 0, and Xj is a nondegenerate vector field on ^ \ Ej. Then we can obtain, as in the classical case, Xju'p 7 = 0 for almost x e A^ \ Ej.
Hence, {XjWp }p==i,...,oo is a bounded sequence in L 2^) . Then there exists i^J C I/ 2^) such that a subsequence of {XjUp ) } converges weakly
to u^] in L^n), i.e. for all (^ e C §°(n), we havê
On the other hand Then we have :
where, for p -> oo,
That implies XjU^\x) = Xju(x) for almost x € Ak and ^' = 1,... ,m.
On the other hand, we have
where, for p -> oo, c.-j. xu
Existence of minimizing points
Assume that H is a C°° bounded subdomain of M. We now consider the problem of minimizing the functionnal We will prove the following existence theorem :
-Let X satisfy the condition (H) and the assumption (2) of LEMMA 5. Assume that F satisfies the conditions (1), (2)
, (3) and that there exists a function ^ C M^^^fl) such that I((p) < +00. Then the functionnal I(u) attains a minimum in M^^l).
Proof. -Assume that {uk} is a minimizing sequence in M^'^n), that is Uk e Mo^f^) and
On the other hand, from the point (2) of LEMMA 5, we obtain :
Hence ll^fcll^fi'^m < : const, independant of A;. Now, M^n) is a reflexive Banach space for p > 1. Passing to a subsequence when necessary, we know that {u^} converges almost everywhere in ^, strongly in L^f^) and weakly in M^f^) to a function UQ C M^'^Q). We have to prove that I{uo) = d. From Egorov's theorem, for any e > 0, there exists a subdomain e C ^ such that Mes(Q \ nj < £ and {u^ converges uniformly to UQ in H^. For N > 0, we define ^ = {x C ^ ; \UQ\ + \XUQ\ < N}. Since UQ e Mo is C°° and non-characteristic for X, we know from [2] that for u e M^O), the function u\ is measurable in 90. In this case, we can consider in a similar way the minimizing problem of I(u) in M = {v e M^'^n) | v -^p e M^O)} for some function (p E M^^n) which take a prescribed value on the boundary 90.
c.-j. xu
Estimation of Esssup|u| of weak solutions
In the preceeding section, we have obtained a weak solution in M 1^ for the variational problem I{u). We now study the regularity of this solution. For simplifying the notations, we suppose that p = 2 and consider nonhomogeneous problems. We have : Hence, THEOREM 9 can be proved with the following lemma :
LEMMA 10. -Letu C M^O), with 1 < p < nr, an^Esssup^ u(x) < ko < +00. Assume that for any k > ko, we have On the other hand,^M esA^/^LEElHI^^.
Thus, for Therefore, the integrable function u satisfies the conditions of lemma 5.1 of chapter 2 of [13] . We have proved this LEMMA and hence THEOREM 9.
For studying the regularity of weak solution ofvariational problem I(u}, we give some conditions on F such that the weak solution of variational problem is also the weak solution of its Euler's equations. Suppose F(x^u^) satisfies riF^^oi^^dci'+i^F+^o^)),
where ^o e L^n), ^i (E I/ 2^) , ^2 e L 2^) , with 2' = 2/(2 -1) and 2<2= 2nr/(nr -2).
Now, let 7? e MoK^) and I{u) = d = mtl(v). Then, for all t e H, we have^( t) =I(u+trj) >I(u).
Hence 
Since u -(p, r] C M^(n) C ^(H), the integrand is finite. Hence the derivative d(p(t)/dt exists and is continuous in t. On the other hand, (p(t)
takes its minimum on t = 0, then
We have thus proved that u is a weak solution of the following Euler's equation
Local properties of weak solutions
In order to study the regularity of weak solutions for the Euler's equation (4.13), consider the following general quasilinear equation 
here /, g e G^H) and > 0, A is a constant.
We shall prove the following local estimate : Since u > FQ and |H|L^ < +00, we have
where Gi = maxo e 2A^. Denote ^ = n^ and let £ = ^. We have
where /i(.r) = (g 2 + /)/Fo + ^/^o 2 ' The choice of q and q' implies IHIL9/2 < (7(n). Using the Holder inequality, we have 
C\(p{nr/(nr-
2)) k } L ' ' 4k I 1 / 1 "',, +(l-g)^J IHk-^Ĵ^^(
Po) < ^(Pk)^CA^^(p^ -p,)-
213
=0
By monotonicity, we have ^) < ^(1) < \\u\\^ < +00. Let k -> GX).
We can prove
If we choose po = 6, p^ = pj + (1 -^(1 -0) , j = 0,1,2,..., with 1 > T > (^)P/ 2 , then the right hand side converges, which proves that
THEOREM 11 is thus proved.
Harnack inequality and Holder continuity
We first introduce two lemmas. 
Then
C\BOR\> I \\ogu-0e\dx> { (f3e-logu)>s\Q-(s)\.
JBeR
JQ-{s}
Another inequality is proved in a similar way. The proof of LEMMA 12 is completed. Proof. -Without lose of generality, we can assume that u > k > C in BH. By LEMMA 12, if Q(t) == £?^, with j < t < 1 and w = e~^u or w = e^ifc" 1 , then THEOREM 11 and LEMMA 12 give that the function w and the family of domains Q(t) satisfy the conditions of LEMMA 13. Then, (6.2) implies sup u < C 2 inf u. The proof can be found in [4, 13] . Hence, from (6.4), we have obtained 
